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Summary and Review of Durant’s The Lessons of History (1968) 

(A) Quoting lifeclub.org 

“Through an examination of the five millennia that preceded today, The Lessons of 

History shows what has worked, what seems to be present in all our history, and which new 

paths we might down. In this summary of The Lessons of History by Will Durant and Ariel Durant, 

you’ll discover 

 how the Battle of Tours completely transformed Europe’s future; 

 why rivers and waterways used to be the foundations of civilization; and 

 why agriculture created a need for parental authority.” (lifeclub.org) 

(B) 12 Lessons listed by lifeclub (Details Elaborated by PL) 

(1) Geography has been a big influence on civilization, but its influence continues to decline 

as technology advances. 

Example: Venice in Italy (Mediterranean) was replaced by Portugal and England Atlantic, 

which was further replaced by counties of huge land mass (Russia, China, USA) 

where transportation was overcome by technology. 

R: Now geography and transportation is replaced by telecommunication; we need 

not travel or transport yet MNCs control by telecommunication. 

(2) Life is a competition and humans are not born equal. 

R: Durant has two ideas here: competition and equality. For competition, he 

inherited from Darwin, probably through Dewey. Another is the idea of 

individual difference from psychology, maybe originated from Galton and 

further developed by Adler. That he took “humans are not born equal” as a basic 

premises of human history. This idea coincides with mine.  

It's good to scan through his Chapter 3 (Biology and History) and pick his words: 

1) “So the first biological lesson of history is that life is competition.” (1968: p. 19 Simon 

& Schuster Paperbacks) 

Prof. Li’s Ideas 821 (2/12/2020) Revised (7/12/2020) 
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2) “The second biological lesson of history is that life is selection… we are all born unfree 

and unequal.”(p. 19) 

3)  

 

 

(p. 20) 

4)  

 

 

(p. 20) 

5)  

 

(p. 21) 

Durant then discussed Malthus’s Essay on Population (1798) and challenged it with 

modern “advances of agricultural and contraceptive technology” (p. 22) He even cited 

history of Rome encouraging birth rates (p. 23). 

R: It is my puzzle: 

 Annual population rate peaks in 1962 (2.1%) and fell sharply in 2010 (1.2%) 

World population may peak off to 9.5 million in 2070. (Pinker) 

 What dynamics at work to lead to this change? Human effort? Species 

unconscious choice? It is defying laws of history (historical patterns): 

 Rising population  famine  rebellion  death  new dynasty 

R: Technology changes human history. 
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(3) The advancement of a civilization has nothing to do with race. 

In Chapter 4 (Race and History), Durant reviewed the racial thesis of white supremacy 

started by Comte J-A Gobineau (1853 – 55), further developed by Houston Chamberlain 

(1899) and Madison Grant (1916). Their interpretation of history is that civilization is 

explicable only by race and the supreme whites, notably Aryans, Tautens, Nordics, 

overriding Gauls (Alpines) and Mediterranean. Durant summarized: 

 

 

 

 

 

   (p. 28) 

Durant disputed race theory by world history of supreme isolated cultures in China, Mayan, 

Aztec, Incan: 

                (p. 29) 

 

                (p. 30) 

 

                (p. 30) 

 

 

             (p. 30 - 31) 
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R: Taking a broader view of intellectual history and belief system. 

 Belief system (Value) Proposed Supremacy Proponents 

1860 Science / Rationalism Aryan White Supremacy Gobineau 

1910 Race Theory Nordic American Supremacy Grant 

1930 Eugenics German Supremacy Hitler 

1970 Equality of races  UN 

There is definitely racial differences, genetic differences, and geographical differences, 

showing up as cultural difference. Point is to objectively understand these differences and 

avoid “political correctness” and emotional labelling. 

a) Humans are not born equal (fact) but we want to give equal opportunity to all (value). 

b) Races are different (fact) but we want to give equal chance to all races (value). 

c) Many races played on the stage of world history. Races from the north always invade 

the south (China: 匈奴、五胡亂華、蒙古；Europe: Aryans, Nordic, Vikings). 

d) When resources and future life depends more on technology and human values, this 

“North invades south” historical pattern may change. Today we even change our 

views to Northern European whites: we take them as clean, cool, courteous and 

advanced. We don’t see them as aggressive and intimidating. The exception is Russia. 
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(4) Our personalities, morals, and social customs are a product of the time and culture 

we’re raised in. 

In Chapter 5 (Character and History), Durant proposed a table of character elements 

(Human Nature). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(p. 33) 

He pointed out that Human Nature has changed little over history. 

 

                 (p. 32 - 34) 
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He further pointed out that in human history, all evolution is social 

 

 

 

 

                 (p. 34) 

R: Again technology may change everything. By altering and editing genes, we may 

be able to create more intelligent and less aggressive people. 

(5) Ethical values are a product of historical conditions which change as time goes on. 

Chapter 6 (Morals and History) 

a) Durant: Morals codes are universal and necessary, as a response to historical and 

environmental condition. 

 

 

             (p. 37) 

b) Durant: History of economic stages necessitates different moral codes 

Hunting  - aggression, fight, kill, greed, sex 

Agriculture   - co-operation, team work, family values, regulated sex impulse, 

paternal authority and control 

Industry     - science, individualism, freedom, protective anonymity (p. 39 = 

privacy). 
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c) R: Moral “decay” is a joke / misconception. 

 

 

                 (p. 41 - 42) 

   In fact it merely reflects the conservative views of those stuck with tradition. 

(6) While the Catholic Church has lost much of its moral authority, its presence survives due 

to the hope it provides for the desperate. 

 

 

(7) Concentration of wealth is natural, and can only be prevented through compulsory 

redistribution. 

Chapter 7 (Economics and History) 

a) First, Durant cited lots of economic events that make history 

 

 

 

 

 

(p. 52 - 53) 
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b) The he quoted many examples and events of human motives and political ambition, 

not economics, that make history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              (p. 53) 

 

c) He pointed to the rise of financiers 

 

 

 

              (p. 54) 

 

d) An economic system must give incentive; Durant sees the ineffective way of slavery, 

policing, ideology. 

 

              (p. 54) 
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e) Durant: Natural concentration of wealth 

 

             (p. 55) 

 

f) Durant quoted a case of peaceful redistribution in Ancient Greece by Solon (594 BC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             (p. 55 - 56) 

g) His conclusion 

 

             (p. 57) 

R: New forms of wealth in 21st century: knowledge, ideas, technology. It creates new 

markets (mobile phone); new products (i-cloud); new illusion (bitcoin), new 

demands (refrigerator). It is no more sending a troop to capture an oil field or to 

plunder a city; it is competition in technology or ideas, or setting barriers to entry. 

Now what is behind that human motive or incessant acquisition or expansion? 
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(8) While socialist experiments have failed throughout history, they may actually work if 

they’re paired with capitalism. 

An interesting chapter on men’s past attempt of socialist experiments 

Sumeria (2100 BC) p. 59 

Egypt under the Ptolemies (323 BC) p. 59 

Rome Diocletian (AD 301) p. 60 

China (145 BC) p. 61 - 63 

Peru (1553) p. 63 - 64 

Jesuit (1620 - 1750) (settlements in Uruguay River) p. 64 

Thomas Münzer / Hans Hut (1530 - 1622) p. 65 

John of Leiden (1534 - 1535) p. 65 

Levellers in Cromwell p. 65 

R: Men are idealistic social animals. They want everyone to be equal and live happily. 

Some idealists put ideals into practice. Throughout history, Utopias with 

distribution of wealth sprang up at different times and places. The conventional 

wisdom / consensus of 20th Century is that Utopia turns into dystopia (George 

Orwell: Animal Farm, Brave New World) 

 Watch out: How far is Durant’s representation through the lens of early 20th 

century an accurate representation of history? Or, is he too much occupied with 

socialist utopianism? 

(9) While democracy is the best form of nature, it’s quite fragile and requires an educated 

population of citizens. 

R: There is no doubt that Durant was influenced by Dewey and political ideas of 

his time. He has a strong socialist inclination but supports freedom and 

democracy. 
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a) Freedom; regulation  order  power  convergence 

 

 

             (p. 68) 

b) Minority can rule well. 

 

 

             (p. 70) 

c) Summary of failures of aristocracy in different ways. 

 

 

             (p. 71) 

d) Effects / benefits of revolution can be achieved by peaceful reforms. 

 

 

 

 

             (p. 71 - 72) 

 

e) Athenian democracy is a doomed failure in sequence of monarchy  aristocracy  

democracy  dictatorship 
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                 (p. 73 - 74) 

 

 

             (p. 75) 

 

 

             (p. 76) 

 

f) Democracy leads to release of human potential / creativity. 

 

 

 

 

 

             (p. 78 - 79) 

R: (1) Athens and Rome’s success may be due to other factors than democracy, 

which is only an outcome. There is no democracy in China (漢、唐、宋), but 

these dynasties established rich cultural life. 

 (2) Democracy  education  equality of education opportunity are all from 

Dewey. 

 The good point about Durant is that his interpretation of politics and democracy is 

based on history. Through comparing political systems of different ages and peoples, 
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he sees the growth of democracy. However, it can be a Greek / Western / Rousseau 

starting point and it is only partial of human history. Why don’t we write history for 

the perspective of power struggle, cultural accumulation or change / liberation of 

ideas? 

(10) War has a constant presence throughout history and peace is actually quite unnatural. 

 

 

(11) Civilizations are constantly facing challenges, and how they handle them determines if 

they flourish or decay. 

 

 

(12) Civilizations may fall, but the achievements made within them live on, providing the 

foundation for new civilizations. 

 

 

“While its true that history repeats itself, it only does so in a very general way. Civilizations come 

and go, however we’re able to pass knowledge down to future generations, which leads to 

richer human knowledge and technology over time. Every new generation faces new challenges, 

building upon the heritage of each past human being who came before us. As education 

becomes available to the masses, future generations will benefit more and more. “ (lifeclub.org) 
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(C) Prof Li’s Review of Durant’s Lessons of History 

Durant starts with a lens of 20th century America. (Dewey, Democracy, freedom, socialism, 

evolution) Is it good or bad? 

(1) Distribution of Wealth in idea 7.  

His Theme: wealth concentrates  reform / revolution for re-distribution. 

However, it may simply be that wealth changed hands from one group of elites to another, 

keeping part of the status quo. 

This lens have a problem too: the underlying belief of God / King owns everything 

discourages any wealth accumulation at all. Wealth accumulation with unprecedented rate 

is a modern / capitalist and contemporary phenomenon. Historically we don’t have much 

wealth to accumulate anyway. 

A new lens: creation, rise and fall of wealth is reflecting an underlying idea – creation and 

equity! 

(2) Socialist experiment (Chapter 9) 

R: (1) Clearly he wrote history with the present in mind. (in 1930s – 1960s) 

 (2) He is optimistic about east-west merging. 

(3) Shadow of Dewey / Shadow 20th century problems (Chapter 10) 

R: (1) Democracy requires educated citizens 

 (2) Issues of Nazism and dictatorship 

 (3) In this sense, Durant’s lessons can be outdated 

(4) The perishing Venice and Pisa (#11) 

R: Durant pointed out that: 

Pisa and Venice are capable of trading in rivers and seas but when it changes to global 

trade over oceans they fail to adapt and decline. 
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(5) Durant’s Lens and Alternatives 

His lenses are mainly 20th century ones, notably: 

 Equality  Monopoly 

 Freedom  Democracy 

 Socialism  Wealth Concentration 

 taxation  Financiers / Control 

With these lenses, Durant wrote human history and chose related facts and information. 

But if one takes other lenses, the history one sees will be very different. Other plausible lens 

that I can think of: 

Lens Theme 

Male – Chauvinism How females were maltreated in an unfair power play. 

Love and Sacrifice All history is filled with various kinds of love. 

Belief / Worship How religion / theocracy controls society. 

Family / Tribe / Race How they compete, rise and decline. 

Ideas / Power 
How ideas are created, alienated and form customs; how 

power groups control. 

 

Conclusion: 

It is worth to think deep and dig deep in Durant’s ideas. On the whole, 

science and technology may have transformed geography, environment 

and even human nature into a new phase of history. In this sense, the 

past human history is history with less bearing for our future. Our future 

is a radical break from our past. 


